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if youre a modeller, the
american dodd 0515 lm1 is a
perfect machine for live
performances. its distinctive
design makes it distinctive,
and its newly added eq
section, ideal for any style of
music, makes for a satisfying
signal chain. its remarkable
combination of versatility,
portability and versatility,
furthermore, makes it ideal for
a professional rig at a truly
attractive price. if you are a
tapeless recording artist or live
performer, youll appreciate
the possibilities and the fact
that it records and saves your
material in realtime. it can
record up to 80 minutes of 24
bit/44.1khz wav to its built in
hard drive, using its top of the
line intel dual core processor,
so you can easily edit your
content for a high quality,
highly portable multimedia
experience. not only is dodd
0515 lm1 light and convenient,
but it is designed to work on
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battery power for a
professional, 100 percent live,
all day long, tape-free solution.
you can record and mix live
performances on the road or
at your home without the need
for an external hard drive, and
this model also boasts the
ability to record directly from a
digital audio interface, so you
can connect the dodd 0515
directly to your pcs soundcard.
how can you link some of the
greatest guitar legends of all
time with the most cutting-
edge guitar technology
available? you get the answer
from the state-of-the-art
acoustic guitar with an alnico v
neck from the legendary
fender musical instruments
corporation, when used with
the blues driver ii pickups and
the blues specific 1/2.7" blues
driver ii pickups available in a
range of earthy tones that
include the denim blue
bluegrass, light blue sunburst,
burnt orange sunburst and
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green sunburst. the guitar
features an aged sunburst
finish that has been freshly re-
glazed to provide a warm and
distinct guitar sound perfect
for blues and indie rock
musicians. a tradition of blues
guitarists continues with this
model, delivering the
authentic fender tone and feel
to your playing without the
hassle of winding the coil.
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